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Describe one study investigating memory 
reliability. 

Min’s Answer… 
 
One study investigating memory reliability is Loftus and Palmer’s 
(L&P) experiment on leading questions and the misinformation 
effect. Their study investigated memory reliability by seeing if 
leading questions could act as a form of misinformation, and 
whether or not this would cause false memories. Their study 
raises questions about memory reliability.  
 
L&P actually conducted two experiments, so I’ll focus only on the 
second experiment. In the second experiment Loftus and Palmer 
tested their hypothesis that leading questions can result in 
changes in memory during the reconstruction process. While 
their original experiment showed that different verbs (smashed, 
hit, contacted, collided and bumped) in leading questions about a 
car crash affect speed estimates, in their second experiment they 
sought stronger evidence that memory was actually being 
changed. 
 
The second experiment used a similar paradigm, but only two 
verbs: smashed and hit. The results were consistent: smashed 
participants estimated higher speeds than hit. But a second 
critical question was also asked: did the participants see broken 
glass? 34% of those in the smashed condition reported seeing 
broken glass, compared with 14% in the hit condition. 
 
This second result provides more evidence that the leading 
question was actually altering the memory of the participants 
during recall. There was no broken glass in the original video, but 
because of the connotations of the word “smashed,” participants 
may have actually remembered a stronger impact than really 
happened (hence the increase in recall of broken glass), and had a 
false memory implanted by the leading question. 
 
From this second experiment Loftus and Palmer were able to 
draw stronger conclusions about how leading questions might 
cause the misinformation effect and lead to false memories. This 
is one of many studies that addresses the misinformation effect 
and raises questions about memory reliability. (300 words). 

Comments 
This is an excellent short answer 
response.  
 
 
 
 
The introductory paragraph clearly 
states the relevant study and 
provides an outline of how it 
investigated memory reliability.  
 
 
Description is provided in this 
paragraph in the form of giving some 
context as to the study and making it 
clear which of the two studies will be 
the focus of the question.  
 
Description is concise and relevant 
and shows good knowledge of the 
research. 
 
 
Once again, more description that is 
clear and relevant. This conveys 
accurate knowledge of the study and 
provides sufficient contexts for 
further explanation later in the 
answer.  
 
 
Explanation is provided in this 
paragraph about the significance of 
the results of the study and how it is 
related to memory reliability.  
 
The answer is strengthened through 
the use of precise terminology 
throughout the answer, e.g. leading 
questions, misinformation effect, 
memory reliability, recall, critical 
question, etc. 
 
 
A broader summary explanation is 
provided, showing more 
understanding of the significance of 
this study in relation to memory 
reliability.  
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